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Inorganic Syntheses - 2009-09-22
The volumes in this continuing series provide a compilation of current
techniques and ideas in inorganic synthetic chemistry. Includes inorganic
polymer syntheses and preparation of important inorganic solids,
syntheses used in the development of pharmacologically active inorganic
compounds, small-molecule coordination complexes, and related
compounds. Also contains valuable information on transition
organometallic compounds including species with metal-metal cluster
molecules. All syntheses presented here have been tested.
The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Volume 21 - Thomas Jefferson
2018-06-05
The description for this book, The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Volume
21: Index, Vols. 1-20, will be forthcoming.
Natsume’s Book of Friends, Vol. 21 - Yuki Midorikawa 2018-01-02
Nyanko Sensei hasn’t been home in days, and Natsume is starting to get
worried. He knows Sensei left in a party mood, but he has no idea where
his friend and bodyguard was headed. And now there are rumors of evil
spirits from the east heading to the local forest. Will Natsume have to
face this threat all on his own? -- VIZ Media
Dorohedoro - Q Hayashida 2017-06-20
A twisted tale of sadistic Sorcerers and the monsters they create. In a
city so dismal it's known only as "the Hole," a clan of Sorcerers has been
plucking people off the streets to use as guinea pigs for atrocious
"experiments" in the black arts. In a dark alley, Nikaido found Caiman, a
man with a reptile head and a bad case of amnesia. To undo the spell,
they're hunting and killing the Sorcerers in the Hole, hoping that
eventually they'll kill the right one. But when En, the head Sorcerer, gets
word of a lizard-man slaughtering his people, he sends a crew of
"cleaners" into the Hole, igniting a war between two worlds. All
mysteries lead back to the Hole! Our labyrinthine tale is nearing its end,
but it’s not over quite yet. Caiman and Nikaido, Risu and the En family,
and all of the embattled characters who made a miraculous recovery in
our previous volume gear up fight the Cross-Eyes’ boss in a no-holdsbarred battle royale! This is going to be full-throttle mayhem!
When Body Language Goes Bad - Scott Adams 2011-07-25
"Dilbert is easily one of the most clever and consistently funny comics in
current circulation. Like all great comic strips, it provides a muchneeded daily dose of comedy and, most importantly, keeps its finger
firmly planted on the pulse of truth while doing so." Some might think
that the corporate scandals of 2002 could make it difficult to find
anything funny about today's business world. But When Body Language
Goes Bad proves it will take more than that to slow down the inventive
wit of Scott Adams, who clearly is never at a loss for finding hysterical
things to mock in corporate life. This marks the 21st collection of Adams'
wildly popular comic strip, Dilbert, which is featured in more than 2,000
newspapers worldwide. This book updates loyal readers on the so-called
careers of Dilbert, Alice, Wally, Asok the intern, and other regulars as
they wallow through pointless projects, mismanaged company takeovers,
futile team-building exercises, and other inane company initiatives like
the "name the rest room" contest. In addition to the strips' familiar
characters, this collection showcases Adams' masterful ability to create
hilarious "guest stars." There's the network design engineer known as
Psycho Hillbilly, who was going for the gentle biker look until he decided
it was overdone. Then, there's M. T. Suit, who is merely an empty suit
walking the office halls spewing corporatese, such as "promising to
enhance core competencies by leveraging platforms." Adams says that
about 80 percent of his initial ideas come from his 150 million-plus
readers. Those worldwide readers are sure to celebrate the humor found
in When Body Language Goes Bad, his latest satirical look at the modern
workplace.
The Correspondence of Charles Darwin: - Charles Darwin 2014-01-23
This volume is part of the definitive edition of letters written by and to
Charles Darwin, the most celebrated naturalist of the nineteenth century.
Notes and appendixes put these fascinating and wide-ranging letters in
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context, making the letters accessible to both scholars and general
readers. Darwin depended on correspondence to collect data from all
over the world, and to discuss his emerging ideas with scientific
colleagues, many of whom he never met in person. The letters are
published chronologically: Volume 21 includes letters from 1873, the
year in which Darwin received responses to his work on human and
animal expression. Also in this year, Darwin continued his work on
carnivorous plants and plant movement, finding unexpected similarities
between the plant and animal kingdoms, raised a subscription for his
friend Thomas Henry Huxley, and decided to employ a scientific
secretary for the first time - his son Francis.
In Another World with My Smartphone: Volume 21 - Patora Fuyuhara
2022-04-05
A Nice Day for a White Wedding The time has come: Touya's all set to
marry his nine blushing brides! The invites are addressed and stamped,
the dinner menu has been set, and the entire nation of Brunhild trembles
with anticipation. Can he make it through his big day unscathed? Not if
his divine retinue has anything to say about it! And as for the
honeymoon, bringing his nine spouses through a spatial tear to vacation
on Earth sounds like a nice idea. What could possibly go wrong? The
church bells ring, signaling a tale of swords, sorcery, and smiles!
International Review of Industrial and Organizational Psychology 2006 Gerard P. Hodgkinson 2006-05-01
This is the twenty-first in the most prestigious series of annual volumes
in the field of industrial and organizational psychology. The series
provides authoritative and integrative reviews of the key literature of
industrial psychology and organizational behaviour. The chapters are
written by established experts and topics are carefully chosen to reflect
the major concerns in both the research literature and in current
practice. Reflecting the ethos of the series as a whole, this twenty-first
volume provides scholarly, state-of-the-art overviews of developments
across a diverse range of areas, including: attribution theory,
performance appraisal, women at work, international management, task
analysis, and qualitative research methods. Each chapter offers a
comprehensive and critical survey of the chosen topic, and each is
supported by a valuable bibliography. For advanced students, academics
and researchers, as well as professional psychologists and managers, this
remains the most authoritative and current guide to new developments
and established knowledge in the field of industrial and organizational
psychology.
Polin: Studies in Polish Jewry Volume 21 - Leszek W. Gluchowski
2022-05-16
In the mid-1960s, Gomulka’s government adopted an antisemitic stance
in consequence of which nearly 15,000 Jews left the country, effectively
ending Jewish life in the country for over a decade. These events, long
ignored by scholars, are now increasingly seen as an important step in
the process that led to the collapse of communism. This volume
illuminates the events that triggered the crisis, the crisis itself, and its
consequences.
Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture, Volume 21 (2016) - Daniel C.
Peterson 2016-10-23
This is volume 21 of Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture
published by The Interpreter Foundation. It contains articles on a variety
of topics including: "Three Degrees of Gospel Understanding", "Joseph
Smith and the Doctrine of Sealing", "'There’s the Boy I Can Trust':
Dennison Lott Harris’ First-Person Account of the Conspiracy of Nauvoo
and Events Surrounding Joseph Smith’s 'Last Charge' to the Twelve
Apostles", "A Brighter Future for Mormon Theology: Adam S. Miller’s
Future Mormon", "Beyond Agency as Idolatry", "'How Thankful We
Should Be to Know the Truth': Zebedee Coltrin’s Witness of the Heavenly
Origins of Temple Ordinances", "Perhaps Close can Count in More than
Horseshoes", "Mormonism, Materialism, and Politics: Six Things We
Must Understand in Order to Survive as Latter-day Saints", "Were We
Foreordained to the Priesthood, or Was the Standard of Worthiness
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Foreordained? Alma 13 Reconsidered", "Remembering and Honoring
Maori Latter-day Saints", "Reading A Pentecostal Reads the Book of
Mormon", "'With the Tongue of Angels': Angelic Speech as a Form of
Deification".
Berserk - Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18
Guts, the feared Black Swordsman, is on the rampage — and it's
personal. Mozgus, the malefic master Inquisitor of the Holy See, in his
murderous campaign against heretics, has captured Guts' former lover
Casca and has her at the ready to be burned at the stake in the Tower of
Conviction, little knowing that Casca's demonic Mark of Sacrifice is
drawing hideous dark powers to the Tower. It'll take everything Guts has
and more to defeat Mozgus — who is much, much more than a man —
and even if he can, will he be able to save Casca from the hordes of Hell
amidst the inquisitor's disintegrating citadel?
History of Friedrich II of Prussia – Volume 21 - Томас Карлейль
2021-12-02
Freedom of Speech: Volume 21, Part 2 - Ellen Frankel Paul 2004-07-05
This volume examine the history of free speech doctrine.
Transactions of the Royal Historical Society: Volume 21 - Ian W. Archer
2012-01-05
A collection of major articles representing some of the best historical
research by some of the world's most distinguished historians.
Finnish Yearbook of International Law, Volume 21, 2010 - Jan
Klabbers 2012-12-05
The Finnish Yearbook of International Law aspires to honour and
strengthen the Finnish tradition in international legal scholarship. Open
to contributions from all over the world and from all persuasions, the
Finnish Yearbook stands out as a forum for theoretically informed, highquality publications on all aspects of public international law, including
the international relations law of the European Union. The Finnish
Yearbook publishes in-depth articles and shorter notes, commentaries on
current developments, book reviews and relevant overviews of Finland's
state practice. While firmly grounded in traditional legal scholarship, it is
open for new approaches to international law and for work of an
interdisciplinary nature. The Finnish Yearbook is published for the Ius
Gentium Association (the Finnish Society of International Law) by Hart
Publishing. Earlier volumes may be obtained from Martinus Nijhoff, an
imprint of Brill Publishers. Further information may be found at
www.fybil.org INDIVIDUAL CHAPTERS Please click on the link below to
purchase individual chapters from Volume 21 through Ingenta Connect:
www.ingentaconnect.com SUBSCRIPTION TO SERIES To place an
annual online subscription or a print standing order through Hart
Publishing please click on the link below. Please note that any customers
who have a standing order for the printed volumes will now be entitled to
free online access. www.hartjournals.co.uk/fyil/subs
Morality and Politics: Volume 21, Part 1 - Ellen Frankel Paul
2004-02-09
Complicating the ancient debate over the intersection of morality and
politics are diverse definitions of fundamental concepts: the right and the
good, virtue and vice, personal liberty and public interest. Divisions
abound, also, about whether politics should be held to a higher moral
standard or whether pragmatic considerations or realpolitik should
prevail. Perhaps the two poles are represented most conspicuously by
Aristotle and Machiavelli. These essays address perennial concerns in
political and moral theory and underscore the rekindled yearning of
many to hold the political realm to a higher standard despite the
skepticism of dissenters who question the likelihood or even the
desirability of success.
Condensed Matter Theories, Volume 21 - Hisazumi Akai 2007
Focusing on recent developments and current priorities in various areas
of physics, this book presents advances in high temperature
superconductivity and super fluidity, physics of low dimensional systems,
Bose-Einstein condensation, quantum dots, collective modes in finite
systems, coherent correlations of particles, coherence of atomic levels
under extreme conditions, tensor correlations in nuclei, super-heavy
nuclei, the effect of relativity in nuclear structure, molecular dynamics
and phase transitions in solids, nuclei and quarks and QCD dynamics for
hadrons and hadronic matter.
Jewish Law Annual - Benjamin Porat 2015-12-14
Volume 21 of The Jewish Law Annual adds to the growing list of articles
on Jewish law that have been published in volumes 1- 20 of this series,
providing English-speaking readers with scholarly articles presenting
jurisprudential, historical, textual and comparative analysis of issues in
Jewish law.
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Black Butler - Yana Toboso 2015-11-17
His distinguished butler Sebastian having discovered the artifice of the
curse that reigns over Wolfsschlucht, Earl Ciel Phantomhive absconds
with the village's precious Emerald Witch and her ultimate spell. But his
actions are most unwelcome, and the villagers bare their true fangs at
house Phantomhive. As the precocious aristocrat of evil attempts to make
his escape from the forest, a monster cloaked in olive drab trundles ever
nearer, taking aim at the back of the fleeing earl...
One Piece, Vol. 57 - Eiichiro Oda 2011-06-07
Join Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their search for the
ultimate treasure, One Piece! As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of
becoming King of the Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally
gained the power to stretch like rubber…at the cost of never being able
to swim again! Years, later, Luffy sets off in search of the “One Piece,”
said to be the greatest treasure in the world... All-out war has broken out
between the Whitebeard Pirates and the Navy. Whitebeard's crew is said
to be the most powerful in the New World, but they'll have their hands
full against the Navy Admirals and the remaining Warlords of the Sea.
Meanwhile, can Luffy reach Navy headquarters in time to save his
brother Ace?
Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 21 - Koyoharu Gotouge
2021-04-06
The fight with Kokushibo, the highest-ranking demon among Muzan’s
servants, is over. Although Himejima and Sanemi defeated Kokushibo
and sent him to hell, the price the Demon Slayer Corps has paid is very
high. Kiriya Ubuyashiki, the new leader of the Demon Slayers, struggles
to recover from the losses. With the battle against Muzan far from over,
the remaining fighters will need his help more than ever. Meanwhile,
deep within Infinity Castle, Tanjiro and his friends come face-to-face with
their nemesis at last... -- VIZ Media
The Journal of Korean Studies, Volume 21, Number 2 (Fall 2016) Donald Baker 2016-12-08
The University of Washington-Korea Studies Program, in collaboration
with Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, is proud to publish the Journal of
Korean Studies.
Nursing History Review, Volume 21 - Patricia D'Antonio, PhD, RN,
FAAN 2012-09-28
Nursing History Review, an annual peer-reviewed publication of the
American Association for the History of Nursing, is a showcase for the
most significant current research on nursing history. Regular sections
include scholarly articles, over a dozen book reviews of the best
publications on nursing and health care history that have appeared in the
past year, and a section abstracting new doctoral dissertations on
nursing history. Historians, researchers, and individuals fascinated with
the rich field of nursing will find this an important resource. Included in
Volume 21... “Nurses’ Training May Be Shifted”: The Story of Bellevue
and Hunter College, 1942–1969 “Hollywood Nurses” in West Germany:
Biographies, Self-Images, and Experiences of Academically Trained
Nurses after 1945 Cultures of Control: A Historical Analysis of the
Development of Infection Control Nursing in Ireland Jurisdictional
Boundaries and the Challenges of Providing Health Care in a Northern
Landscape “Such a Many-Purpose Job”: Nursing, Identity, and Place with
the Grenfell Mission, 1939-1960 Reforming Nurses: Historicizing the
Carnegie Foundation’s Report on Educating Nurses
Blade of the Immortal Volume 21: Demon Lair II - Hiroaki Samura
2018-08-15
A prisoner subjected to Habaki Kagimura and crazy Doc Burando's
twisted experiments for far too long, Manji finds himself closer to
freedom than ever before — but several colorful villains block his way!
While the shogun's executioner matches Manji and Döa's skills, the
reborn, powerful Isaku struggles with Asaemon and Kagimura's
henchmen. The breakout battle in the tunnels beneath Edo Castle
continues! With plenty of mortal enemies to go around, Manji and
company are surprised by the appearance of Burando's most horrific
kessen-chu success story, just as the already treacherous tunnels begin
to flood. Rin tries to remain hopeful, Burando faces the reality of his
"immortality experiments" on Manji, and a monstrous villain makes a
return appearance!
In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 21 - Patora Fuyuhara
2020-11-14
The time has come at long last. Touya's set to get married to his nine
blushing brides. The invites have been sent, the food is all accounted for,
and the entire nation of Brunhild trembles with anticipation. But will he
make it through the big day unscathed? Not if his divine retinue has
anything to say about it! And of course, there's the small matter of his
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honeymoon... Bringing nine spouses through a spatial tear for a vacation
on planet Earth sounds like a novel enough idea. What could possibly go
wrong? Wedding bells ring, signaling a tale of swords, sorcery, and
smiles!
Create a Poem - Editors of Chartwell Books 2021-01-12
Let your mind wander and the creativity flow. Create a Poem is an
innovative guided journal to help you explore poetry writing like never
before. Connecting you to the legacy of poetry, this journal allows you to
dive right into writing poems--no matter your level of experience. Poems
can be anything born of words--descriptions of random thoughts, simple
stories, or fleeting feelings. Create a Poem offers 200 exercises
comprised of a topic that triggers an idea paired with 10 word
associations designed to help you think about how each relates to the
topic or any connected experiences you've had in your own life. The
prompts are organized in an easy-to-follow structure and each includes
ample space for writing. A variety of prompts are included, such as:
Write a poem about...Tastes 10 Word Associations: Memories, scents,
culture, perception, flavors, mood, bias, kitchen, colors, sounds Write a
poem about... Space 10 Word Associations: Time, sphere, star, air, void,
infinite, empty, open, curtain, gravity Write a poem about... Art 10 Word
Associations: Design, pattern, color, achieve, civilization, perspective,
abstract, creation, form, revolution Write a poem about... Purpose 10
Word Associations: Goal, target, aim, arrow, mountain, destiny, lost,
function, plan, dream Jot down whatever comes to mind: disjointed
thoughts and phrases or internal dialogue are all encouraged, these need
not be complete sentences. Now, you're ready to put it all together in a
lyrical masterpiece of your own. There are no wrong answers; each poem
is unique and personal to the writer. Start your poetry journey today with
Create a Poem. With so much of our lives and contact going digital, the
Creative Keepsakes journals offer an intimate way to nurture your
connection with yourself and the people around you. An entertaining way
to get off your screen, these guided and free-form journals are great for
writers and artists alike. Each journal offers content around a different
theme, including silly prompts for a laugh, random yet thoughtful
questions, inspiration for art and composition, interactive prompts to
learn about your heritage, and blank interiors on high-quality paper
stock to use as your creative canvas. Beautifully designed and full of
mindful prompts, channel your inspiration as you put pen (or pencil, or
marker, or crayon!) to paper to learn more about yourself, your talents,
and the people you love. Also available: 3,001 Questions All About Me,
301 Things to Draw, 301 Writing Ideas, Create Comics: A Sketchbook,
Inner Me, Internet Password Book, Write - Medium Black, Write Medium Kraft, Sketch - Medium Black, Sketch - Large Black, Sketch Medium Kraft, Sketch - Large Kraft, 3,001 This or That Questions, My
Grandfather's Life, My Grandmother's Life, My Father's Life, My Life
Story, and My Mother's Life.
The IOS Annual Volume 21. “Carrying a Torch to Distant
Mountains” - Yoram Cohen 2021-11-29
The IOS Annual Volume 21. “Carrying a Torch to Distant Mountains”
brings forth cutting-edge studies devoted to a wide array of fields and
disciplines of the Middle East, from the beginning of civilization to
modern times.
The Naval Chronicle: Volume 21, January-July 1809 - James Stanier
Clarke 2010-09-02
Volume 21 of the Naval Chronicle (1809) includes reports on the Battle
of Corunna and the capture of Martinique.
Reviews in Computational Chemistry - Kenny B. Lipkowitz 2005-05-06
REVIEWS IN COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY Kenny B. Lipkowitz, Raima
Larter, and Thomas R. Cundari This volume, like those prior to it,
features chapters by expertsin various fields of computational chemistry.
TOPICS COVERED INVolume 21 iNCLUDE AB INITIO QUANTUM
SIMULATION IN SOLID STATECHEMISTRY; MOLECULAR QUANTUM
SIMILARITY; ENUMERATING MOLECULES;VARIABLE SELECTION;
BIOMOLECULAR APPLICATIONS OF POISSONBOLTZMANNMETHODS; AND DATA SOURCES AND COMPUTATIONAL
APPROACHES FORGENERATING MODELS OF GENE REGULATORY
NETWORKS. FROM REVIEWS OF THE SERIES "Reviews in
Computational Chemistry remains the most valuablereference to
methods and techniques in computationalchemistry." --JOURNAL OF
MOLECULAR GRAPHICS AND MODELLING "One cannot generally do
better than to try to find an appropriatearticle in the highly successful
Reviews in ComputationalChemistry. The basic philosophy of the editors
seems to be to helpthe authors produce chapters that are complete,
accurate, clear,and accessible to experimentalists (in particular) and
othernonspecialists (in general)." --JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN
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CHEMICAL SOCIETY
MIMA Bulletin Volume 21 (1) 2014 - 2014-06-01
In an increasingly complex and interlinked world, Malaysia’s dependence
on the seas will continue to be shaped by a multitude of new, constantly
evolving and multifaceted issues and challenges. Claims and
counterclaims of maritime features and territories, the jostling for
influence and space among naval powers, depletion of marine resources,
pollution of the oceans and marine environment, climate change, sea
level rise, impact of global economic vagaries on the maritime industry
will continue to dominate Malaysia’s maritime agenda. These issues
demand nuanced responses to ensure our manifold maritime interests
are not compromised and the regional seas remain open for our use and
for the benefit of the international community. Confronting and
addressing them require proactive, creative and well thought-out policies
and positions to safeguard national economic, sovereign and strategic
interests, and to ensure our seas remain clean, safe, secure and bountiful
for current and future use.
Summa Theologiae: Volume 21, Fear and Anger - John Patrick Reid
2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English Dominicans'
Latin/English edition of Thomas Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
Research in the Social Scientific Study of Religion, Volume 21 - Ralph L.
Piedmont 2010-07-12
This volume includes a section on spirituality and hope that brings
together theoreticists and practitioners who present original research on
this important topic. Alongside this section are papers presenting studies
on civic participation, suffering with God and spirituality.
The Journal of Korean Studies, Volume 21, Number 1 (Spring
2016) - Donald Baker 2016-05-16
The University of Washington-Korea Studies Program, in collaboration
with Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, is proud to publish the Journal of
Korean Studies.
Anvil Journal Volume 21 No 1 2004 - Anvil Trust
Creepy Archives Volume 21 - Various 2015-02-24
Creepy Archives, the quintessential horror anthology, continues to
deliver a multitude of monstrous plights and terrifying twist endings!
This deluxe hardcover collects issues #99 to #103 of the influential
Warren Publishing series and includes all original letters columns, color
sections, and text pieces--along with a new foreword by José Villarrubia!
Within these pages you'll shriek in fright as you witness the destruction
of our planet, terrors arising from the ocean's depths, and hideous
creatures and criminals lurking after every page turn! Contributors
include timeless titans Bruce Jones, Richard Corben, Russ Heath, John
Severin, Len Wein, and many others!
Volume 21, Tome I: Cumulative Index - Katalin Nun Stewart 2017-07-06
This last volume of Kierkegaard Research: Sources, Reception and
Resources is a cumulative index to all the volumes of the series. The
series was originally designed in a systematic fashion in order to make it
as easily usable and accessible as possible. The individual parts of the
series and the individual volumes have been organized to make it
generally fairly simple to locate the main articles relevant for one’s
research interests. However, the placement of some individual articles
might not always be completely self-evident. Moreover, the sheer mass of
material and information provided by the series makes a cumulative
index a necessary accompanying resource. Further, given the scope of
the series, it was inevitable that some names or topics are mentioned
more than once in the series in different places beyond the main article
ostensibly dedicated to them. The purpose of these indices is thus to help
the readers to find an easy and direct way to the topics of their interest
in the rich universe of Kierkegaard research. The material of the indices
is divided into three tomes: Tome I is the Index of Names from A to K,
Tome II covers the Index of Names from L to Z, while Tome III consists of
the Index of Subjects and includes a complete overview of all the
volumes, tomes and articles of the series.
Vampire Hunter D - Hideyuki Kikuchi 2014-07-08
D accompanies a convoy delivering a vampire Noble to face public trial
for his crimes against humanity. However, the Noble's enemies have
targeted the men and women of the convoy, and they are out for
vengeance! Can D bring himself to kill humans in order to protect the
Noble under his charge? "Vampire Hunter D is a solid mixture of horror,
sci-fi and fantasy." - Otaku USA
Psalms 101-150, Volume 21 - Leslie C. Allen 2018-04-24
The Word Biblical Commentary delivers the best in biblical scholarship,
from the leading scholars of our day who share a commitment to
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Scripture as divine revelation. This series emphasizes a thorough
analysis of textual, linguistic, structural, and theological evidence. The
result is judicious and balanced insight into the meanings of the text in
the framework of biblical theology. These widely acclaimed
commentaries serve as exceptional resources for the professional
theologian and instructor, the seminary or university student, the
working minister, and everyone concerned with building theological
understanding from a solid base of biblical scholarship. Overview of
Commentary Organization Introduction—covers issues pertaining to the
whole book, including context, date, authorship, composition,
interpretive issues, purpose, and theology. Each section of the
commentary includes: Pericope Bibliography—a helpful resource
containing the most important works that pertain to each particular
pericope. Translation—the author’s own translation of the biblical text,
reflecting the end result of exegesis and attending to Hebrew and Greek
idiomatic usage of words, phrases, and tenses, yet in reasonably good
English. Notes—the author’s notes to the translation that address any
textual variants, grammatical forms, syntactical constructions, basic
meanings of words, and problems of translation.
Form/Structure/Setting—a discussion of redaction, genre, sources, and
tradition as they concern the origin of the pericope, its canonical form,
and its relation to the biblical and extra-biblical contexts in order to
illuminate the structure and character of the pericope. Rhetorical or
compositional features important to understanding the passage are also
introduced here. Comment—verse-by-verse interpretation of the text and
dialogue with other interpreters, engaging with current opinion and
scholarly research. Explanation—brings together all the results of the
discussion in previous sections to expose the meaning and intention of
the text at several levels: (1) within the context of the book itself; (2) its
meaning in the OT or NT; (3) its place in the entire canon; (4) theological
relevance to broader OT or NT issues. General Bibliography—occurring
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at the end of each volume, this extensive bibliographycontains all
sources used anywhere in the commentary.
Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law, Volume 21 (2018) - Terry
D. Gill 2019-10-31
The main theme of this volume of the Yearbook of International
Humanitarian Law is weapons law. In several chapters, how
International Humanitarian Law (IHL) copes with old and new weapons
as well as political developments in regard to military technology is
discussed, while in two chapters the significance of non- or less-lethal
weapons in peace-keeping and law enforcement operations as well as the
legality of lethal autonomous weapon systems under IHL are analysed.
Moreover, the volume describes the current status of nuclear deterrence
under international law. Another layer is added by examining how IHL
influences the programming of automatic target recognition systems
using artificial intelligence. The second part of the book contains a
historic perspective on the roots of IHL in Europe, which can be traced
back to the ninth century, as well as a Year in Review describing the
most important events and legal developments in the area of IHL that
took place in 2018. The Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law is
the world’s only annual publication devoted to the study of the laws
governing armed conflict. It provides a truly international forum for highquality, peer-reviewed academic articles focusing on this crucial branch
of international law. Distinguished by contemporary relevance, the
Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law bridges the gap between
theory and practice and serves as a useful reference tool for scholars,
practitioners, military personnel, civil servants, diplomats, human rights
workers and students.
Nana - 2010-07-06
When two twenty-year-old women with the same first name meet and
become best friends despite their different personalities, they experience
a world of music, fashion, sex, gossip, and all-night parties.
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